MARCH WINDS BLOW US NEW YORK FASHIONS

In the Very Next Issue There Will Be Gowns and Frocks and Wraps of Much Charm

And Chic from Our Own New York Houses

their slender bands of fur and softest satin with the label—Paris. But you, in unusually complete and satisfactory native-born, New York City bred collection from which to choose. In fact, the New York houses are becoming really skilful and adept designers, and their original creation, many delightful insinuating characteristics that will prove irresistible. This year marks a particular success for them, and you'll agree with Vogue when you see the pages and pages of intriguing gowns, of distinctive wraps, and smart tailleurs displayed for your temptation. Many smart houses are represented in these coming pages—and there will be no end to the variety of their offerings, no limit to their seductive appeal.

Quite different is the appeal made by certain weirdly attractive costumes designed by French admirers of the Orient. They are most enchanting affairs in spite of their bizarreness or, maybe, because of it. Anyhow, famous French women are enthusiastic about them, which, after all, is all we need of recommendation. There are, of course, quaint new foulds that come from this same inventive country.

Now, aren't you glad you know Vogue? And you'll keep on being glad until and beyond—oh, way beyond—March first.